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Abstract. Let * be a convex function, and let / be a real-valued function

on [0, 1]. Let a modulus of continuity associated to * be given as

ß»(«,/).infix: I    ffj{]fix)lm)**<*(l)}.

It is shown that /Ô2*(°\ f) rf(-St'"1(c/5)) < oo guarantees the essential

continuity of /, and, in fact, a uniform Lipschitz estimate is given. In the

case that ¥(«) = exp u2 the above condition reduces to

J° 5Vlog(c/5)

This exponential square condition is satisfied almost surely by the random

Fourier series /,(*) = 2"_1a„/?,,(f)e"":, where {/?„} is the Rademacher

system, as long as

fl\/ahinHnS/2) dS < oo.

0 ôVlog(l/S)

Hence, the random essential continuity of f,(x) is guaranteed by each of the

above conditions.

1. Introduction. This study is concerned with a class of real valued func-

tions defined on [0, 1] for which certain boundedness and smoothness

properties can be characterized in terms of the following modulus of continu-

ity which is associated with the convex function ^, namely:

Q*(8,f) = inf
°  U-vKS    V A /\x-y\<S

jc^elo.l]

The case where ty(u) = \u\p,p > 1, has been investigated [3] and motivates

much of the more general case.
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If f(x) is measurable on [0, 1] let f*(x) be the unique nonincreasing

function on [0, 1] such that for all real X,

m{x:f(x)>X] = m{x;f*(x)>X).

f*(x) is termed the "monotone rearrangement" of/. The first result is stated

in terms of/*, and it leads immediately to an estimate for the oscillation of a

function. Let ¿^[0, 1] denote the Orlicz space associated with V on [0, 1].

Theorem 1.1. Iff 6 L*[0, 1] and 0 < x < |, then

a.» rw-AW   L   .   r'e,(í>/)*-,(íí»)<*.
f*(i)-J*Q-*)\     l°è(3/2)Jx \    8    I8

This theorem is an immediate generalization of the results in [3] and can be

used to give a sufficient condition for the essential continuity of a function /

and also a uniform Lipschitz-type estimate. Namely:

Theorem 1.2. Let f E L^[0, 1] and suppose that

/>./)*-(^)f<-
Then f is essentially continuous and, for all x and y in the Lebesgue set off,

(1.3)    |/(x)-/(v)| <_275J/o«*-"&(i,/)*-(f^)f .

Of particular interest is the case where ^(u) = exp u2. The above estimates

are then in terms of /ôôexpu2(o>/)V'0E(c/o) d8/8. Now there are heuristic

arguments which strongly suggest that the best possible estimates involving

Qt*pA8>f) sûould be in terms of the quantity /0Ôexp^(5,/) d8/8^log(c/8) .

This suggests that a stronger result than Theorem 1.1 may hold in full

generality. To this end observe that the above expression is the special case

corresponding to ¥(u) = exp u2 in /¿ß*(S, f)d(-'if~1(c/8)), and indeed it

turns out that the following improvement of Theorem 1.1 holds.

Theorem 1.3. Let \ < a < 1 with a fixed. Also let c - ¥(1)/2(1 - a)a

and K - ^-'(2ca)/^-1(c). ///(x) G L^O, 1] and 0 < x < \, then

A change of scale argument gives Theorem 1.2 as a consequence of

Theorem 1.1. This change of scale argument is unworkable in the present

situation. However, this type of argument, necessary to obtain a continuity

estimate, can be carried out when the right-hand side appears in an "in-

tegrated by parts" form. Let Q%(8, f) denote the sup function, i.e.
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ß$ (*,/)«    SUp     Q* (/,/).
0<<<«

Theorem 1.4. Let f E L*[0, 1] and suppose that

FAevz

(1.6) limßJ(/,/)^-,(c//) = 0,
z->0

(1.7) j(V'(^ß|(z,/)<oo,

a/z¿

(1.8) A0+) -/*(!") < 8/o2/V>(!)¿o$(ó\/).

From (1.8) a continuity estimate now follows from a change of scale

argument.

Theorem 1.5. Letf E L^[0, 1]. //

M folQWJ)d(-*-x(l))<«>,

then fis essentially continuous and, in fact, for x and y Lebesgue points off, with

+rw,/M(-*-'(!));.
Theorem 1.5 gives (1.9) as a sufficient condition for the essential continuity

of /. In [2] a long and detailed argument (which is omitted here) is given to

show that for a large class of convex functions,

/oß!(W(-*-l(f )) < cfolQ*(s,f)d(-*-iï))-

Hence, /¿ß*(6\ f)d(-^~x(c/8)) < oo can be used as the sufficient condi-

tion for essential continuity.

2. The rearrangement arguments. The fundamental inequality which serves

as the cornerstone here is the "rearrangement result" (see [4]) which gives

(2.1)     //   H\f*(x)-f*(y)\)dxdy<   //   *{\f(x)-f(y)\)dxdy
\x-y\<S \x~y\<S
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whenever $ is increasing and 0 < 8 < 1. As will be shown, (2.1) is used

directly to prove Theorems 1.1, 1.3 and 1.4.

To show Theorem 1.1, fix 8, 0 < 8 < 1, and A0 = Q<¡,(8, f). Also, for

0 < a < ß < 1, let the rectangle Rs(a, ß) be given by

Rs(a,ß) = {(x,v):0 < y < a8,ß8 < x < 8).

Now using the definitions of <2*(ó\/) and Rs(a, ß), (2.1) and the monotonic-

ity of f*(x), it follows that

?      rr    J r(x)-f*(y)\ s   Â
>i II *—ï-\dxdy

Rs(a,ß)     \
X

( f*(a8)-f*(ßS) \
>2Sa(l-ß)^J        \oJKP }j.

Thus one obtains

Q*(8,f)<l>-x(*(l)/2a(l - ß)S) >f*(«S) - f(ß8).

Now for x < a/ß,

-/"/*«) f-/V(of•'ax ' •'a «

>[/*(/?a)-/>)]log(/?/«)•

Now choosing a = \ and ß = f, the upper part of (1.1) follows immediately,

and the lower part is obtained from observing that (-f(x))* = — f*(l — x).

To show that Theorem 1.2 is a consequence of Theorem 1.1, let / =

[a, ß] c [0, 1] and define

Q*(8,f,I) = inf 4 „ }(M^u<}(1)
|*-.y|<8     \ A /

xyi=I

Let A = ß - a and define g(s) on [0, 1] by g(s) = f(a + As). Let

(      1      rr      (\s(x)-8(y)\\ *(1) 1
Q*(8,g) = inf A: |    //   <ï| J---L j dx dy < -^   .

Observe that ß*(5,/, /) < g*(ó\/) and Q<¡,(A8,f, I) = ß*(S, g). Let 0(/,/)
denote the oscillation of/ on /, i.e.

0(I,f) = ess sup /(/) - ess inf /(r).
te/ 'e/
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Notice that \f(a) - f(ß)\ < 0(1, f) whenever a and ß are Lebesgue points

of/.
Now applying Theorem 1.1 in this situation gives

O([0Jlg) = g\0+)-g%n<]^)f%(8,g)*^

Clearly O([0, 1], g) = 0(1, f), so taking a and ß to be Lebesgue points off,

one obtains

i'« - '(«i * vsèm />(S'S)*"( tjt ) f

log(3/2)

Hence, the proof of Theorem 1.2 is complete.

Before giving the proof of Theorem 1.3, consider the function 9(t) on [0, 1]

given by

9(t) = ca/*[K*-\ca/t)]

where j < « < 1, c = ¥(1)/2(1 - a)a and K = ¥~ ^ca)/^' \c). Observe

that

(0 •(«)-*,
(2) 9~\s) = ca/*[(l/K)*-\ca/s)\,

(3) -*-\ca/9(t)) = K<H-\ca/t),

(4) *-x(ca/9"'(/)) = (\/Ky»-\ca/t).

The motivation for even considering 9(t) is that in the upcoming proof of

Theorem 1.3, the solution to the following differential equation is needed:

(22) i [*-(?%)]/*■'(f ) - i [*-(?>]/♦-(^)■

From the observations above it is clear that 0 (/) is the desired solution since

both the right- and left-hand sides of (2.2) are equal to

1   djî (M? ))/*-( ?)■
Now proceeding directly with the proof, fix 5, 0 < 8 < 1, and let \ =

£?*(£,/)• Let .^(5) denote the rectangle given by
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-M5) " {(*>.)0:aí < x < 8,0 < y < 9(aS)}.

Using (2.1) and the monotonicity of f*(x), one obtains

Hence

! // «(■
°   \x-y\<8     \

a*(«)   \

( r(9(a8))-f*(a8)\
> 2(1 - a)f?(a5)* ^        V    ' ).

/*O0-A*)\^ A
. —r—\dxdy

(«)

ß*(«,/)*-'(ca/fl(a«)) >r(9(a8)) -/»(oí).

Now observe for 0 < * < ¿,

/^(^^¿(-^'(f^^V^i^^-AaS)] —
¿(-^-'(c/5))

(ca/9(a8))

f'<«>rf;/("*"1(cg/'"l(')))     fV(t/("rW0)
Ai«)-7 l ' ^-'(ca//) •>«/ l '   *-'(ca/0(r))

/•»(-) ¿(-^WO)        .« ¿(-^-'(ca//))
= I       f*(t)—- - I   /*(/)—--

■V«) <H-\ca/9(t))        Jax   W   *-'(ca/0(/))

,« ¿(-*~W)) rf(-*-'(ca//))
= I       /*(/) —- - I      f*(t) —--

Je(ax) *-\ca/9(t))       -V«) •*-\ca/9(t))

f*(ax.-Al-Wfß ^-*~'(ca/'»
7 (ax)    J I 2 jJJe(/8)   ^-'(ca/f?(/))

> (*"»logK)[j*(x) -S*({)].

So the top part of (1.4) is immediate and the lower part follows from the fact

that (-/(*))* = - f*(l - x). This completes the proof of Theorem 1.3.

Of the three conclusions in Theorem 1.4 only the proof of (1.8) will be

presented. The arguments involved in (1.6) and (1.7) are straightforward and

can be seen in [2].

As a preliminary to this proof consider the function

{?(/) = c/*[K*-x(ca/t)]

where a is fixed, 0 < a < 1, c = ^(1)/2(1 - a)a and K > I. Let 5 also be

fixed, 0 < 8 < 1, and define the following sequence {§„}:
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80 = a8,       8„ = a9(8n_l),       « = 1,2,3.

Observe that

(1) 8„ = ca/*[KK*-\c/8)];

<2)   *-(e)-ÄHe)-*if)]
From the first observation it is clear that 8„ decreases monotonically to zero.

This proof begins as before with 5 fixed and A0 = g^(5,/). Let

R*(8) " {(x>yY- a8 < x < 8,0 < y < a$(a8)}.

Again invoking (2.1), one obtains

2   fr r(f*(y)-r(x)\ j
s if *—ä:—)dxdy

f*(a9(a8))-f*(a8)

> aA R*(«)

> 2a(l - a)9(a8)<if\
\> )

Hence,

Q^(8,S)<Sr-x(ca/a0(a8)) > r(a9(a8)) - f*(a8).

Using the above reasoning with 8 replaced by 0(8n_x), one obtains

f*(SH+l) -/*(«„) < QAH8n-i),W-\ca/8n+x).

Now let A(t) m Q%(t/a,f), so that Q^(t,f) < A(al). Combining the above

and using the second observation gives

/*(o+)-/*(ô0)= 2 [/U+.)-/*(Ä)]

oo

<

-Äjj*-'(e)-*-'(?)H
Applying partial summation yields

+ *-»(ca/*- + iM(*») - ^-'(c/ÔM(a5).
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Observing that (1.6) applies to the second term and combining this with the

above gives

/•(O*) -f(«6) < -^ S *-'(^)[^(«„-,) - A(S,)]

Choosing a = 1,8 = 1 and K = 2 gives

A0+)-/*(^) <4jT2/V»(f)«/ß$ (/,/).

So (1.8) follows since (-f(x))* = - f*(l - x).

With the proof of Theorem 1.4 now complete, a change of scale argument

and integration by parts can be used to prove Theorem 1.5. The notation g(s),

Q*(8, g) and g*(ó\/, I) where / - [a, ß] c [0, 1] is consistent with that used

in the proof of Theorem 1.2. Applying the above argument to g and Q^(8, g)

gives

g*(0+) - g*(l~) < 8/o2/V'(^) dQ*(S,g).

Combining this with the previous inequalities and identities yields for a and ß

Lebesgue points of /and A = ß - a:

\S(a)~S(ß)\ < 0(I,S) = O([0, l],g) = g*(0+) - g*(l~)

<8/02/V,(á)^(5.g)

= 8/02/Vl(á)^(A5,/,/)

= 8/02A/V,(f)^(5,/,/).

Continuing with the integration by parts one obtains

,/ c \ I2*73
lim *-x(±)Ql(8,S,I)\
e-»0 \ O / ,

|/(a)-/(/?)|< 8

--2A/3
+   "jP»»/./)-(-»-(S))

<8[*iif)«(f>/)+r30i(i./K(-*-'(f))
and so the proof is complete.
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3. The periodic case. Let/be periodic of period 277, and let u^(8,f) denote

the following modulus of continuity:

f     f2,   I \f(x + 8)-f(x)\\ 1
«*(«,/) - inf h: jf   *l I-j--!■ j ¿x < *(1) .

In the previous sections, functions on [0, 1] have been considered, however,

by a change of scale the previous results remain valid for functions defined

on any interval [a, b] as long as Q^(8, /, [a, b]) is used. In this section

consider functions on [0, 2?r] and let Q^(8,f) = Qy(8,f, [0, 2?r]).

Theorem 1.5 gives (1.9) as a sufficient condition for the essential continuity

off. The goal of this section is to show that

o..) /o'm«./m(-*-'(|))<»
is also a sufficient condition in the periodic case for a large class of convex

functions. The following lemma is an essential preliminary.

Lemma 3.1. Let f E L*[0, 2 77] be periodic of period 2m. Let 0 < o < 8 <

2vt. FAezz

(3.2) «*(*./)<§ f8Mt,f)dt;

and, in fact,

in   r&
(3-3) Mo,/) < f J  M'./) dt>

and

(3-4) ß*0,/) < nr i'°*(tJ) dt.
o    Jq

Assuming the validity of (3.4) for the moment, the main result of this

section can be presented.

Theorem 3.2. Suppose ^ has the property that there exists an a > 0 so that

<p(t) = (d/dt)(—^t~x(c/t)) is monotone decreasing on (0, a]. Then for all

f E Ly[0, 2vt] there exists a universal constant C<y such that for a0 =

min{a, 1},

(3-5)        />(*,/)*(-*-(§)) < C,/o«Vä,/M(-*-(S)).

Note. The above condition on ^ is equivalent to ^(/)^"(/)/(^'(0)2 < 2 for

t > tQ where t0 is to be specified (see [2]). Also observe that convex functions

which behave like \u\p, e1"1, expl^ and others satisfy this condition.

Proof. First observe that (3.4) gives
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200  rs
Qt(S,S)<™Jo<»*(t,S)dt.

Let y(u) be the inverse to <p(t) on (0, a], i.e.,

I a if 0 < u < q>(a),
<p-\u) if« > <p(a).

Now observe that

jT«*('./M0 dt=J[a"*('./)(j[*(') <&) *

= f °° fr("V(/,/) aV <fe.
•'o  •'o

Utilizing (3.4) yields

200/oe°y(«)( ̂y jT^M',/) *) du>j~Ql(y(u),S)y(ü) du

= fl¥>(a)ß$(a,/) + r GÎ ('»/)(" ^'(O) *•
-,<p(fl)

Integration by parts gives (3.5) as follows:

200Pco*(r,/)cp(i) dt> a<p(a)Q$ (a,S)-Um Qt(t,S)t<p(t)\"
Jq e->0 le

+J[V)[^ß$('./) + cî c/)] *
= lim ß£(e>/)e<K£)

e-»0

+ f\(t) j¡ Q% (t,S) dt+ j°Ql (t,S)<p(t) dt

>[aQl(t,S)<p(t)dt.

The argument will be complete once Lemma 3.1 is shown to be valid. To

show (3.2), first observe that

w^(5 + o,/) < to* (S,/) + u^(o,S),

so that f or 0 < r < 5,

«*(«,/) < a*(t,f) + o>*(8 - t,S).
This implies that
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To show (3.3) the triangle inequality along with the evenness of w^(5,/) is

utilized to give for 0 < o < 8,

w*(o-./) < Ma + à,f) + <¿y(8,f).

From (3.2) one obtains

m°<>/) < -£n jT+*M'./) *+ f jT'«*c./) <*•
(3.3) follows since

^/;+Aío,(/,/)¿/<|/o^(/,/)¿,

Finally, to show (3.4) let 0 < o < S, and let Xa = «^(o, /) and X =

(10/5)/oM^/) <#• From the definition of w^(o,/), one nas

*(!)>/      *    -Î-     ¿*>l *    -r-  \dx.

Integrating gives

™>\£CAw*Vm)**

'UL'P^)W)-!(y)\ ,
dxdy.

\x-y\*

¿c,.ye[0,2«r]

So

e*(*./) < y £<>*(*> f) *•

Now let 0 < o < 8; then

ß*(*./)<^ f\(u,f)du
O    J0

<™f*Mttf)dt.

4. Application to random Fourier series. Let

/,(*)- 2^.(0^.
n-1

where {./?„} is the Rademacher system, denote a random Fourier series. The

goal in this section is to apply the tools developed in earlier sections to give
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sufficient conditions for the random continuity of /,(x).

To facilitate doing this, let

ß*(«,/)-inf

«*(*./) = infU

°      \x-y\<8        V A /
x.yelO, 2v]

r2nj\S(x + 8)-S(x)\\
dx < 4ir\,

and

B*(fi,/) - inf A
|/,(x+.S)-/,(x)|

dx dt < 4tt \.

Observe that all previous results remain valid with these altered moduli of

continuity as long as the constants are appropriately adjusted. The following

result is the tool needed in the actual application.

Theorem 4.1. Let /(x) = 2^xanRn(t)einx. Then there exists a constant K^

depending only on ^! such that

(4.1) fl^(8Jt)dt< K^(8,S).

Hence, //¥ satisSies the condition in Theorem 3.2, then

• i

(4.2) f0wM-*-iî)) < CO

implies that Sor almost all t,

• l

/MW(-*-'(f))<=o.
So Sor almost all r,/(x) is essentially continuous in x.

Proof. Only (4.1) needs to be argued. All else is immediate from it and the

prior development. (4.1) follows from the more general fact that for F(t, x)

defined on [0, 1] x [0, 277] and positive there exists a constant A'* so that

(4.3) fl\\F(t,x)\\^dt<K*\\\F\

where || ||* and ||| |||9 denote the Orlicz norms on [0, 2tt] and [0, 1] X [0, 2tt],

respectively. (4.3) follows from a monotone class theorem argument [1].

Observe that if FJF and Fn satisfies (4.3) then F does also. Further, observe

that linear combinations of indicator functions of dyadic rectangles also
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satisfy (4.3) (see [2]). So the monotone class theorem gives the validity of (4.3)

for all positive Borel functions.

The main result of this section can now be presented.

Theorem 4.2. Letf(x) = 2^xanR„(t)einx. If

,1/2
¿5

i„M„>f)
5\Aog(c/o)

<  00,

then

(4.5) /o*(*./)
•'o

¿5

ó^og(c/o)

<  00,

where ^(u) = exp(z<2/4) — 1. Hence, almost surely

/«*(*./,)
do

8}/log(c/8)
< 00

azz¿/ is essentially continuous. In particular, (4.4) is true if {an) satisfies the

Salem-Zygmund condition [7],

1/2

(4.6) 2 Í  2 al/k\     <
CO    / \-

2     2 a2Jk)

Note. In [5] Marcus and Jain have also shown by entirely different methods

that (4.4) is a sufficient condition for the a.s. uniform convergence of f,(x).

Proof. Recall that for a random series Y(t) = ^=xcnRn(t) where c„ = an

+ ibn, 2¡?=1a2 < \ and 2"=1z>2 < \, that Khinchine's inequality is valid (see

[2] or [8]): m{t: \Y(t)\ > X) < 2 exp(-X2/2). Using this result, one calcu-

lates that /¿(exp(| Y(t)\2/4) - 1) ¿/ < 2. This can be applied to

1/2

Y(t) = (f,(x + S)-fl(x))/4[ 2a„2sin(l,a"Sin2^)    •

This gives that

•1  r2ir

•'O JQ
exp

,2

f,(x + 8)-fl(x)

[4(2^xa2nSin2(n8/2)f2

So from the definition of $1^,(8, /), one has

(l.wf)Q*(«./)<4(    Ca„2sin2f

-   1 ¿X ¿/  < 47T.

1/2

So (4.5) follows immediately.

To show (4.6) implies (4.4) observe that
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S ay)   + (s c
,1/8 I \n>\/8

So it is enough to show that (4.6) implies each of the following:

M2

(2«2sin2f ) <f( 2 «y)1/2+[ 2 *2)'
\n-l Z   / Z Vn<l/i / Vn>l/i     /

(a) /'(   2   «Î»2)        ,     * <
J0\n<\/8 I       yiog(c/5)

oo;

(b) /'(   2   a2)]/2    ,dS <oo-

•'o \„>i/5   /     8}Jlog(c/8)

Part (b) is verified by the following calculations:

/■( s <f-7â= -1 r,( s <f-¡=*=
Jo \n>\/8   I     8yj\og(c/8)       k-oJ2-k->\„>i/s   I     8yjlog(c/8)

oo     .2-k  I \'/2

<2j\,  2*2    -=
\og(c/8)

1/2

*-o\„>2*   '     yjlogc2k   w       ¿      '

Hence (b) follows from (4.6). A similar but somewhat more delicate calcula-

tion also gives (a) as a consequence of (4.6) [2].
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